Play Concept
Think Tank

Ralph Williams
Reservoir Visualization Inc. (RVI)
RVI is ready to use its cache of Geologic Data and Analytics to produce Play Maps identifying the most high-potential acreage in the Country
Vision for New Play Creation

“We worked undercover for more than a year to develop the basic geological and petrophysical model. We built the largest leasehold position in the play and then drilled the first discovery wells.

…We have analyzed 3,200 feet of proprietary core and have examined over 2,000 well logs that have penetrated the formation to date.

…We believe our 1.25-million net acres in this Play should be worth $15 billion to $20 billion for our shareholders.”

- RVI Client following RVI Project Completion
Strategy

- Explorationists & Oil Finders
- Geology, Engineering & Database Gurus

Team RVI

The Data
- Comprehensive geologic model built over 18 years
- >300 billion interpreted data points

The Vision
- Diversified Portfolio of Play Concepts & Sweet Spot Maps
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